Quantitation of changes in P0 mRNA by polymerase chain reaction in primary cultured Schwann cells stimulated by axolemma-enriched fraction.
A requirement for large numbers of primary culture cells has frequently restricted investigations of gene expression in glial cells. We have developed a non-radioactive method based on reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) to accurately assess small changes in the expression of the myelin specific gene P0 in Schwann cells. Using axolemma-enriched fraction (AEF) as an inducing agent, we demonstrate that RT-PCR can be used to detect 4-8-fold increases in P0 mRNA levels occurring in a time and dose dependent manner, utilizing only 250000 cells per assay. Initial experiments used an in vitro transcribed RNA for P0 constructed with a 300 bp deletion for quantitation by competitive RT-PCR. Relative quantitation by co-amplification of the housekeeping gene glyceraldehyde-phosphate dehydrogenase was established and provided similar results. Product evaluation was enhanced 50-100-fold by the incorporation of primers labelled with biotin at the 5' end, allowing for the sensitive detection of PCR product by enhanced chemiluminescence and autoradiography. This technique provides sensitivity to detect and evaluate picogram amounts of DNA. Our results validate the assay for P0 gene expression and indicate that the technique should facilitate the study of multiple genes of interest in glial cell systems.